Information Literacy in Class Culture-Based Learning
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Abstract. A dynamic and very rapid change of time can only be followed by the mastery of information literacy. Students with high information literacy skills will understand information or materials given in the classroom more easily, and acquire knowledge more accurately. To obtain or develop information literacy competencies, it is necessary to establish a typical behavior in responding to the information. Students’ involvement in the classroom can encourage them to behave better academically, be motivated, more curious in learning and be more enthusiastic in mastering the classroom materials. Classroom involvement is influenced by students’ interest of the learning process (both in course materials and learning strategies), which has an impact on their learning achievement. Student and teacher collaboration in the classroom may also have an indirect effect on learning outcomes. Besides, class culture can increase the active participation of learners and encourage high-level thinking. Hence, the ability of positive and quality information literacy is influenced by how individuals are actively involved and able to practice the values they get in the classroom.
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INTRODUCTION

Information literacy is very important for all disciplines and an effective teaching and learning. Higher education institutions need to guide students and the lecturers in providing skills and tools to obtain information in various formats and media to identify, retrieve, and apply relevant and valid knowledge and sources of information for their studies, teaching, or research [1], [2]. However, previous studies found that many students had difficulty understanding the instructions in the textbook or developing their writing skills.

Low information literacy has triggered the spread of fake news [3], [4], thus having an information literacy skill becomes a need in order to develop one’s ability, especially as a netizen, to deal with the spread of hate messages in the online domain, especially through social media [5]. Other studies also found that there was an effective increase in students’ academic grades after they were given information literacy strengthening programs [6]. Teaching information literacy equips students with an anti-plagiarism attitude and encourages personal formation as an independent learner and prepares them to be a producer of information or knowledge based on ethics and scientific rules [7].

INFORMATION LITERACY IN EDUCATION

The learning process is the essence of implementing education in universities. The demands of society for efficiency, productivity, quality, effectiveness, and the usefulness of the teaching results in higher education are getting higher. However, there are usually some problems that hinder the success of the learning process, such as low participation of students in the teaching and learning activities in the classroom [8], [9]. Many students tend to just sit, be quiet, and just listen to the lecture without giving any relevant response to the course materials.

During the lecture, there is hardly any questions or ideas related to the materials. It can be an obstacle that leads to the low student academic achievement. The low level of student participation in the classroom needs attention in order to find the cause and be overcome immediately. Some efforts to increase student participation in the classroom need to be made for the successful teaching and learning in all tertiary education [8], [10].

Among other possible factors influencing student classroom participation, learning motivation needs to be given special attention because low learning motivation seems to be the main contributing factor in the low level of student participation. Low learning motivation is related to the principles of learning, namely attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction [11], [12]. The attention of students in classroom learning is influenced by their interest in the learning process (both in lecture materials and learning strategies), while relevance shows the relationship between lecture materials, as well as students’ prior experience or knowledge and needs [13]. Furthermore, student confidence must be cultivated and
strengthened so the students can explore more in their learning journey. It is when the learning process takes place in accordance with the students’ interests, characteristics, and needs, then the learning satisfaction can be achieved [14].

To foster students learning motivation and increase their participation, learning must be creatively designed to promote interaction, negotiation and construction of meaning, so that meaningful learning will be achieved [15]–[17]. Creative and meaningful learning design becomes important because even though learning is a universal process, but in reality, it occurs in a particular cultural community and learning outcomes will be applied to certain cultural communities as well. In this case, the use of local culture in learning is beneficial in designing creative learning to produce contextual and meaningful learning. In other words, the learning process in the classroom must use a cultural approach, namely by linking the lecture material with the concepts that come from the local culture where students come from [18], [19].

Through developing the concept of local culture in the learning process, it will be easier for students to understand the materials. Indeed, one of the best ways to increase student participation in learning is by using a culture-based learning approach. Bashar, Harris, Panebianco [20]–[22] explained that a culture-based learning approach can provide opportunities for students to create meaning and achieve an integrated understanding of the scientific information obtained, as well as the application of scientific information in the context of the cultural community problems.

CULTURAL ASPECTS IN CLASSROOM LEARNING

The situation of the classroom often impacts on the student attitudes or behavior in learning. If the classroom atmosphere is positive / conducive, students will display better academic behavior, be positive, motivated, more curious in learning and be more encouraged to understand the learning materials [23], [24]. This shows that the class culture greatly impacts on the student academic behavior.

Cultural aspects in the classroom should be reflected in the school curriculum, policy, teaching methods and teacher communication patterns. These aspects will build students’ cognitive skills that are integrated in their learning behavior and improve their academic achievement [25], [26]. The ability of students to master the materials is usually influenced by the classroom situation. The classroom learning settings can influence how students develop their patterns of understanding and obtaining information as an effort to gain knowledge [27].

Classroom learning is carried out with a variety of methods, which is selected and designed by the teacher to set certain learning goals [28]. Some external factors including class culture play an important role in the learning atmosphere where students will develop more positive values and other academic behaviors.

Class culture is manifested in the interaction between teachers and students. Educative interaction is an interaction that takes place for educational and teaching purposes. Educative interaction is actually reciprocal communication between one party and another with certain intentions, namely to achieve goals in learning activities [21], [29], [30]. An interaction is considered educative if consciously has a purpose to educate and deliver students towards their maturity. Communication activities for human beings are an essential part of their lives. However, not all forms and activities of interaction in a life take place in an atmosphere of educative interaction, which is designed for a particular purpose. Interactions are created in the classroom with various interaction models, which are able to support student learning outcomes that meet the learning objectives [31], [32].

(Behavioral) culture is a pattern / system created in the form of attitudes, values, behavioral norms, language, beliefs, and rituals, which are formed, developed and passed on to group members as the personality of the group that distinguishes them from other groups and determines how groups feel, think and react to diverse environments and function to overcome internal and external adaptation problems [33]. Culture is a concept that moves through a continuum, starting from cognition and beliefs about other people and oneself, including values and patterns of behavior. Customs and activities are part of cultural norms, namely behavioral models that have been recognized and required [34].

Cultural behavior in the classroom is a collective system, beliefs, basic assumptions, values, language, boundaries, norms, ideology, myths and rituals that are taught to students as a way to see, think, feel, behave, and expect others to behave in their group. The values and beliefs of a class lead to a series of organized actions, including activities in a classroom that are usually rooted in class values. This activity is strengthened by the dominant values and beliefs [35], [36].

By adopting Denison’s cultural model, it can be explained that there are four dimensions of organizational culture, namely involvement, consistency, adaptability and mission [37]. Dimensions in classroom culture (adaptation of Denison’s Model) include involvement, consistency, adaptability and mission.

First, involvement is a treatment that makes all members of the group feel included in the group activities so as to make them accountable for their actions. Involvement is freedom or independence that each individual has in expressing his opinions. It needs to be appreciated by the group as long as the idea is to advance and develop the group.

Secondly, consistency is the level of group members’ agreement on the basic assumptions and core values of the group. It emphasizes the belief systems, values, and symbols understood and shared by the members as well as the implementation of coordinated activities. The consistency is marked by the ties between group members. In this case, the boundary between do’s and
don'ts is clear. This dimension maintains strength and stability in the classroom.

Thirdly, adaptability is the ability of students to interpret the influence of the environment on the class. This ability is related to the ability to respond to changes in the external environment by making internal group changes with the aim of developing and growing the class.

The last dimension in classroom culture is mission. It shows the core objectives of the group that make students stay firm and focus on what is considered important by the class. Inability to do the mission will result in students not understanding the expected results and the unclarity of the long-term goals.

Culture-based learning is the creation of a learning environment and the design of a learning experience that integrates culture as part of the process of gaining an understanding that there are scientific rules in daily life in its cultural community, and there is also a culture in the context of the field of science to be able to obtain integrated understanding and scientific skills in perceiving something around it [36]. Culture-based learning allows a change in learning culture from teacher centered to student-focused learning [14], [32].

CLASS CULTURE-BASED LEARNING IMPROVES INFORMATION LITERACY SKILLS

Classroom is the most important mean in the implementation of the learning process in school. Hence, it is suggested that the education personnel consists of professionals who have high motivation. In other words, the teacher must be professional in "handling" classes for the implementation of an effective and efficient learning process [38]. Classroom atmosphere influences the attitudes or behavior of students in learning. If the classroom atmosphere is positive / conducive, students will display better academic behavior, be positive, motivated, more curious in learning and be more encouraged to understand the learning materials [23], [24].

Cultural aspects in the classroom should be reflected in the school curriculum, policy, teaching methods and teacher communication patterns. These aspects will build students' cognitive skills that are integrated in their learning behavior and improve their academic achievement [25], [26]. The ability of students to master the materials is usually influenced by the classroom situation. The classroom learning settings can influence how students develop their patterns of understanding and obtaining information as an effort to gain knowledge [27]. If the classroom atmosphere is positive / conducive, students will display better academic behavior, be positive, motivated, more curious in learning and be more encouraged to understand the learning materials [23], [24]. Clearly, class culture has an impact on the student academic behavior.

Teacher learning strategies will encourage all students to explore more about the learning resources. Classroom learning is carried out with a variety of methods, which is selected and designed by the teacher to set certain learning goals [28]. In acquiring the knowledge, students should not be dependent solely on teachers and textbooks. Students should be able to independently find the information they need. Thus, giving assignments to students can stimulate and increase students' creativity, develop their independence, provide confidence, foster students' habits to always seek and process information, make students more passionate in learning, and create responsibility and discipline [32].

Classroom learning attitudes and student behavior influence teacher expectations and students' attitudes and behavior. Also, attitudes and behavior of students and teachers towards class collaboration and interaction have an indirect effect on learning outcomes [35]. Class culture produces effective learning behavior and is applicable to a variety of learning conditions or learning materials, which has an impact on improving students' achievement [39].

Student information literacy skill is not only influenced by the level of students' intelligence, but also their ability to regulate their learning methods well and efficiently [40], [41]. Individuals are able to find appropriate and efficient learning strategies, gain knowledge from the sources used, and motivate themselves to continue to understand the materials being studied [42]. Individuals make causal attribution to help realize their own successes and failures, thus developing a sense of desire to improve their ability to overcome the challenges of information literacy in the future [43].

Cultural aspects in the classroom should be reflected in the school curriculum, policy, teaching methods and teacher communication patterns. These aspects will build students' cognitive skills that are integrated in their learning behavior and improve their academic achievement [25], [26]. The ability of students to master the materials is usually influenced by the classroom situation. The classroom learning settings can influence how students develop their patterns of understanding and obtaining information as an effort to gain knowledge [27]. If the classroom atmosphere is positive / conducive, students will display better academic behavior, be positive, motivated, more curious in learning and be more encouraged to understand the learning materials [23], [24]. Clearly, class culture has an impact on the student academic behavior.

Figure 1: Information Literacy in class culture
CONCLUSION

Class culture-based learning is an integrative activity that includes the development of learning relationships, the realization and structuring of class community structures that respect each other, productive learning activities in meaningful curricula, moral development, decision making regarding instructional time and objectives, as well as the increase in students’ motivation and involvement in the education process. Class-oriented learning encourages students to develop their abilities in finding information.

Class culture creates effective learning behavior and is applicable to various learning conditions or learning materials, which has an impact on improving students’ achievement. Students acquire and develop information literacy competencies through an in-depth learning process and from various important learning sources in a dynamic environment. Besides, there is a cognitive process in which students apply new and past information to plan, as well as create new information and utilize it efficiently and ethically.
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